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  Patio Doors – The Portal to Pizzazz! Unleashing the Gateway to Backyard Bliss. 
Step through the magical threshold of patio doors, and brace yourself for a backyard transformation like no other! These humble portals hold the key to unlocking a world of pizzazz and pure bliss.
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  The Veranda: Where Porch-fection Meets Outrageously Chill Vibes 
Title: The Veranda: Porch-fection Meets Outrageously Chill Vibes Excerpt: Welcome to the veranda, where porch-fection reigns supreme, and laid-back vibes hit you like a soft breeze on a summer’s eve. This hip hangout spot combines the elegance of a porch with the audacity of a carefree mindset, resulting in a harmony so delightful, you’ll want to raise your glass in appreciation (or spill it accidentally, because, hey, who needs perfection?). Picture this: a meticulously adorned space where wicker chairs and pillows conspire to create a seating arrangement that screams, “Sit down, relax, and forget about your worries.” The veranda, like a guardian angel of tranquility, invites you to unwind to the point of achieving inner peace while simultaneously pondering life’s most absurd questions, like why do noses run, but feet smell? Oh, the mysteries that unfold on this oasis of chill! But wait, there’s more! The veranda is no ordinary porch; it’s a stage for the absurd and a hub for humorous encounters. Here, wind chimes compete with giggles, and the scent of freshly brewed coffee mingles with the aroma of burning marshmallows. It’s a place where
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  Composite Doors: The Superheroes of Entrances! – Unlock the Door to Style and Security. 
Composite Doors: The Guardians of Glam and Safety – Unleash the Ultimate Entrance!
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  Supalite Roofs: The Ultimate Shield Against Sunburnt Conservatories! 
Supalite Roofs: The Sunburn-Busting Superhero for your Conservatory!
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  Bifold Doors for a Garden Patio! Open Up Your World. 
Transform your garden patio with bifold doors! Let the sunshine in and open up your world to endless possibilities.
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  Let the Sun Shine In: Upgrade to uPVC Windows! 
As the days grow sunnier and brighter, it’s time to let the warmth and light into your home by upgrading to uPVC windows! These energy-efficient windows are the perfect solution for bringing brightness into your home while also keeping out the cold and noise. In this article, we’ll explore the benefits of uPVC windows and… 
 Read more
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  New look for Summer 2022 
With glorious sunshine, longer days, and a cheerful vibe in the air, summer influences people that are positive and bright so why not capture those feelings and create a new look for your home and bring the sunshine inside. Creating a new look doesn’t have to mean spending lots of money or completing endless amounts… 
 Read more
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  Bi-Folding Doors – Transform your home 
Our advanced Bi-Folding Door systems are a beautiful and functional alternative to patio or French doors, which when open help to integrate your home’s external and internal living spaces, offering uninterrupted views. The highly versatile, easy-to-operate system is the perfect option for even the largest project, capable of opening an entire wall, yet presenting a… 
 Read more
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  Changes Confirmed To Building Regs In England 
The new regulations come into force on 15 June 2022, but there’s a six-month transition period for planning applications submitted before that date, providing the building work actually starts before 15 June 2023. Part F of the building regulations covers ventilation. In December 2021, Part F received a revision updating the regulations around ventilation in… 
 Read more
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  Benefits of A-rated windows 
To ensure you have peace of mind in 2022 here at Envy Windows all our windows and doors are low energy coatings, argon gas & triple glazing have improved glass ratings. A+ rated and energy plus profile for window and uPVC doors frames as well as high density foam-filled composite doors.   In light of recent news and increasing energy bills, here are some reasons… 
 Read more
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